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“A Great Place to 
work where we do 
Great Work”

MadeSimple Mantra

Welcome

When you join our business, you are given a mug 
inscribed with your picture and our mantra – A Great 
Place to work where we do Great Work.’

This mantra is key to what we do and how we do it. 
From the very first day that we started, we have tried 
to be different to most companies. Too many people 
have negative feelings about where they work, but it 
doesn’t have to be that way. We believe that happy 
people do better work.

Like all great cultures, ours was not dreamed up in a 
dark room or planned in meticulous detail on day one. 
It has developed over the years as new people have 
joined us and added to our melting pot – and it is 
still continuously evolving. Our people are the key to 
everything that we do. 

So why have we put together this culture book?

We feel a bit like an unfinished tapestry or mosaic, full of many interesting shapes and colours 
but not yet complete. We wanted to reflect on all we have done to date, almost as a record 
of our progress, but also to keep track of new things we do as they happen and to publicly 
document our values and standards. We also want to share much of this with our team, 
customers, suppliers – in fact anyone who is interested.

We don’t just talk the talk

We are far from perfect but we don’t ignore this. We seek constant improvement in 
everything that we do. We regularly consult with our team and our customers so that our 
mantra becomes more than just some meaningless phrase.

Talk is cheap – we know that.

We hope you find this book interesting and would love to have your feedback - which can be 
sent to feedback@madesimplegroup.com.

Howard Graham, CEO

If you are reading this for the first time, welcome to MadeSimple.
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History

The traditional role of a 
Chartered Accountant in 
practice couldn’t be described as 
an exciting one. Dealing with the 
tax and accounts of individuals 
and businesses involves a 
level of skill, dedication and 
thoroughness, but has limited 
opportunities for any creativity.

That was the world that I 
inhabited throughout the 80’s 
and 90’s until in late 1999 I 
was approached by a client in 
Geneva, who wanted to have a London office address.

We provided this service for about 18 months until he advised me that his business 
was becoming so successful that he had decided to open up a real London office.

He thanked me profusely for the service and left me with the parting line that he 
was “sure there were businesses all around the world who would want a London 
presence.” 

I don’t think we invented the term “Virtual Office”, but it was certainly not widely 
used in those early days. As I started to mull over what my Geneva contact had said 
to me, I realised that the idea of being a business in South America or Europe or for 
that matter anywhere, and having a London office, or appearing to have one, could 
be appealing.

Furthermore, I realised that the economic profile of the UK was changing. The period 
from 1999-2001 was one that saw major unemployment and tens of thousands 
of home based businesses were born. The concept of a virtual office would be of 
interest as people probably wouldn’t want their home address widely known and may 
not have the resources to answer telephone calls and deal with post.

London Presence Limited was incorporated in 2001 primarily to protect the name. 
At the time, we had no idea of where we were going or whether we were going 
anywhere at all!

With a limited budget, a website 
was designed and built in India and 
londonpresence.com was launched 
around October 2001.

At first very little happened as 
we knew nothing about internet 
marketing and it was unlikely to 
really start attracting business 
on its own. The internet was still 
recovering from the dotcom crash 
of 2000-2001 and traffic volumes 
were very low.

It was during 2002 when the 
business started to really take off. Initially, in those very heady early days, any 
administrative work necessary was provided by Ann Dickson (who at that time 
was my PA). As the business started to grow, she was joined by others including 
Grant Beeming - who turned up for his 
interview having removed his tongue 
and eyebrow piercing an hour before! 
I’m delighted to report that both Ann 
and Grant are still with the business.

During 2002 revenues started to 
grow and we started thinking about 
what other revenue streams might 
be complementary to what we were 
doing with London Presence. We had 
begun to realise that doing business 
online was the way to go. To that 
extent, we were early adopters.

Howard Graham, CEO

MadeSimple’s St John Street Offices
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It was about this time that we had the idea to sell companies online. Company 
formation had always been an old fashioned manual process and we became aware 
that Companies House had created a system to allow the electronic formation of 
companies. We managed to find a company who had already built a system and were 
prepared to let us use it. Our price when we launched was £40 and even at that 
time, we endeavoured to form the companies within three hours.

Companies Made Simple was born.

A few years later, London Presence Limited changed its name and The Made Simple 
Group was born. The MadeSimple brand was actually devised on an EasyJet flight to 
Spain. The thinking was …’simple solutions for small business’. 

We have expanded every year. Having started off with just a couple of desks, moving 
to our own floor in the basement of St John Street and ending up with premises in 
Wenlock Road. New services have been added and we have maintained our growth 
record every year despite the economic downturn between 2008 to 2013.
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MadeSimple was started on an idea: making business 
simple. However, over the years as the business grew (and 
grew), ‘simple’ was lost. Products became complicated, 
messages became convoluted and competition became 
tough. We needed to find our roots and bring the ‘simple’ 
back.

After taking note of our achievements so far and deciding 
where we wanted to go, we embarked on a journey that 
would change MadeSimple.

With the help of an extremely creative and dedicated 
branding agency (bearlondon.com) we set out defining 
our values and overall plan. They then overhauled our 
outdated and unstructured brand and replaced it with a 
concept that had simple at its very centre.

Our brand is now clear. We have an identity that is 
recognisable and memorable; a photography style that 
reflects the people and businesses who use our services; 
a colour scheme that invokes trust and reliability and a 
tone of voice which speaks to our customers as people. 
And most importantly of all, it is simple.

We are now set to take on the future, grow the business 
and be the best we can be. 

The Rebrand
Luke  Mason, Head of Creative and Brand

Final Brand Concepts

Brand Development

Old MadeSimple Logo

Rebrand Concepts

Final



Our Values
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Courage

Be self motivated.

Challenge assumptions.

Make tough decisions.

Admit mistakes.

Embrace and drive change.

Courage  

 The ability to wear a pink shirt in public.

1.  Ask questions. Don’t be afraid to ask questions. That’s how we learn. A questioning mind is an  
 asset. Have the courage to ask questions – rather than ‘guess’ and give out incorrect information. 

2.  Speak succinctly with candour - openness and frankness. Be open and frank when speaking  
 with customers and colleagues. Have the courage to be honest. 

3.  Slow down and take time to get input from others. Take the time to get all the facts before  
 you rush in and get something started. Get input from others too - listen to the perspective of  
 others with openness.

4. Be assertive and suggest other, better ways. Don’t be afraid to speak up or speak out. Have  
 the courage to offer ideas, suggestions and alternatives. Don’t sit on your hands worrying that  
 your ideas won’t be accepted. If you don’t offer them – then you’ll never know. 

5.  Get the facts. Be rigorous and gather as much information as you can to back up your ideas and 
 arguments with cold hard facts. Don’t be afraid to ask others for help in getting facts and   
 figures. Be thorough.

6.  Take the initiative. Lead by example. Be courageous and do things even though you haven’t been 
 asked to do it. Take inspiration from this quote by Vince Lombardi:  “Leaders aren’t born they are  
 made. And they are made just like anything else, through hard work. And that’s the price we’ll   
 have to pay to achieve that goal, or any goal.”

7.  Stand up for your convictions and points of view. Be measured and reasonable in getting   
 your views across. Not fanatical or ‘knee jerk’. 

8.  Say “no” to wasteful work. Have the courage to say:  “..this is wrong, this is not for the good  
 of the customer, department or company.”

 Remember, there is saying “no” for the right and wrong reasons, ensure it is the former rather   
 than the latter!

9.  See yourself as a ‘strategic advisor’. Don’t confine yourself to the exact remit of your job   
 description. See the ‘bigger picture’ and don’t be afraid to make a difference. 

10.  Think big. Have the courage to innovate, think outside the box and offer solutions to existing 
 problems or come up with new ideas for procedures, products and services. Get involved and   
 share your ideas on Simple Solutions. Again, don’t be afraid to ‘make a difference’ – your   
 company needs you!
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Curiosity

Eager to question, learn and improve.

Seek to understand our strategy, market and customers.

Learn what our customers really want.

Curiosity 

“I have no special talent, I am only passionately curious!“
Albert Einstein

1. Question everything. Be eager to question, learn and improve. Challenge existing ways of   
 doing things. 

2. Listen and think. Actively listen and think before you react to feedback from customers and   
 colleagues. Listen to understand what keeps our customers up at night. Listen and think about  
 ideas on how to go the extra mile for customers. 

3.  Know it all. Understand MadeSimple – our business, strategy, ethos, values, services – research
 and find out as much as you can – our market share, competitors, customer base etc. Be   
 curious to want to ‘Know it all’.
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Customer Centricity

Create and promote products our customers love and value.

Make it more simple for customers to do business.

Seek and go the extra mile to deliver above expectations.

Amaze and astound our customers with the level of service and support.

Care about the success of our customers’ business.

Customer Centricity

Focused on guiding every customer on their business journey.

1.  Own the issue. If you discover an issue – don’t simply pass it off and forget it about. Own it. Take 
 responsibility for fixing the issue – from start to finish. Make sure you see it through. 

2.  Make it right – first time. Take responsibility to solve any problems or issues first time. If 
 customers have to keep calling back with the same problem – that’s not making it 
 right – first time!

3.  Bigger picture. Have a “Your success, is our success” mentality. If we didn’t have any customers
 MadeSimple would not exist – and your job wouldn’t exist. The more successful our customers  
 are – the more successful we’ll all be. 

4.  Go the extra mile. Always exceed expectations. Have a ‘whatever it takes’ mentality.

5.  Seek to improve. Have a goal of continuous improvement. Just get better, and better and better. 

6.  Customer’s shoes. Great customer service starts with seven letters – E M P A T H Y. Use 
 statements such as, “I’m so sorry you’re experiencing this problem.” or “I know how frustrating it 
 can be when that happens.”. Put yourself in their shoes. Be human. Think, how you would feel if 
 things weren’t going the way you wanted them to. Regardless of who is to blame – have   
 EMPATHY – your goal is to make them feel better.
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Innovation

Creatively solve problems.

Be experimental and try new things.

Simplify systems and processes.

Innovation  

Dyson, Branson, Jobs, Gates, Edison, Tesla, The Wright Brothers.

1.  Innovate. Get involved with Staff Suggestions or Simple Solutions. All ideas count.

2.  Improve processes and procedures. If you think we should be doing something better – then 
 share your suggestions via Simple Solutions.

3. Know our customers. Understanding the needs of our customer is the foundation of innovative, 
 new ideas. Learning the pain points of the people we serve before, during and after we provide 
 value to them is key: innovation rests in finding a way to meet these pain points. 

4.  Solve problems. Solve your own problems, when you can. Solving problems is part of your daily 
 work responsibilities. 

5.  Be Imaginative. Put yourself in the shoes of others, customers and colleagues in order to 
 understand them better and work with them better.
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Passion

Committed to excellence.

Care about the success of the company.

Care about producing great work.

Inspire others.

Passion  

“Nothing great in the world has been accomplished without passion” 

Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel

1.  Be the best you can be. Bring your best person to work. Be on time, be responsible, have a 
 positive work attitude, be a great team player, take pride in yourself and be healthy of mind and 
 body.

2.  Inspire others. Give 100% and lead by example. Be positive and motivational. Love what you do 
 – and that love will rub off on everyone else. 

3.  Get better and better. Look to continuously improve yourself. Aim to learn more, know more  
 and do more for others.

4.  Love what you do. Be passionate about coming to work day in and day out. Aim to meet specific 
 objectives each day.

5.  Focus on the opportunity – not the obstacle. See each problem as an opportunity to improve, 
 either yourself, MadeSimple or a process or procedure. Be optimistic – see the good in the 
 situation. 

6.  Be tenacious. Don’t give up too easily. Follow through on tasks. See things through to the   
 finish. Don’t be easily discouraged - stay engaged and motivated. Follow your purpose.
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Positivity

Make people smile.

Make “MadeSimple” a fun place to work.

Embrace new ideas from others.

Support and enjoy those around you.

Celebrate and congratulate others for their success.

Positivity  

“When things go wrong, don’t go with them.”
Elvis Presley

1.  Give thanks. Thank co-workers for the work they do that makes your job easier - including   
 your peers, managers and office assistants. Work towards cultivating a thankful,    
 positive attitude in the workplace.

2.  Be enthusiastic. Enthusiasm is infectious. When interacting with customers, suppliers or col-  
 leagues, do your best to make an effort to smile, laugh and enjoy your job.

3.  Practice random acts of kindness. Be kind and helpful as much as possible. Offer to cover for  
 a co-worker, bring a busy colleague a cup of coffee, or volunteer for a project.

4.  Look for opportunities to have fun. Time flies when you’re having fun. Look for fun in situations 
 throughout your work day. 

5.  Pitch in. If the coffee pot or dishwasher needs filling, help out without being asked. Don’t shy   
 away from mundane tasks – get stuck in and help.

6.  Contribute to the community. You get out what you put in. Create positive energy for   
 yourself by volunteering to do something for the community outside of the office.    
 Take advantage of the MadeSimple ‘Charity Day’. 

7.  Don’t overlook the need within. Be mindful of your team and co-workers when looking to   
 solve a challenge or work on a project. Think about your team and co-workers first, before   
 looking externally for solutions. 

8.  Resist sarcasm. Sarcasm is the lowest form of wit! Yes, have a laugh with one    
 another – but smart ‘quips’ or putting someone down can be hurtful. Create a positive   
 attitude in the workplace, rather than depleting your co-worker’s energy. 

9.  Look for the good. Ignore office dramas or internal politics. Focus on the good qualities of your  
 co-workers rather than gossiping or running them down. 

10.  Stab ‘em in the front. “Friends stab friends in the front – not the back.” Be courageous and   
 be open and honest with co-workers, without being mean.
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Team Focus

Share information openly.

Make time to help colleagues.

Actively listen.

Treat others with respect.

Align objectives with those of your peers. 

Team Focus  

Friendly, Organisation, Communitive, Selflessness & United. 

1.  Be ambitious. Understand how your role impacts your department – and how your   
 department is performing. Aim to improve your output and the output of your department. Aim  
 for the stars. 

2.  Exceed expectations. Do your job – but go the extra mile. Exceed expectations. If you learn  
 new things – share them with your team. Aim for continuous improvement. 

3.  Be helpful. Make time to help your colleagues. If there’s a problem – don’t bury your head in   
 the sand – work with your team to find a solution. 

4.  Respect others. Treat others with respect. Think before you speak. Let others say their piece  
 without interruption. Consider the views of others. Don’t make others feel uncomfortable with  
 words or actions.

5.  Be reliable and flexible. Get in early when needed. Leave later when required. Work through   
 lunch if necessary. Move meetings around if possible. Whatever it takes to help others and the  
 business.



How we 
do it here
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Golden rules

Intrinsic to our Values, our Golden Rules explain the way we expect our team to 
behave. They are our beacons that guide our path in everything we do. 

Treat people well 

Whether it be a team member, customer or anyone else, we believe in the maxim 
that - 
 ‘One should treat others as one would like others to treat oneself’.

We strive for an environment where people give constant support, respect, praise, 
are always honest and look out for each other. We want our team to go out of their 
way to help and at the same time show gratitude.

 ‘One should treat 
others as one would 
like others to treat 
oneself’

Strive to do your best

We believe that most people take pride in their work and try to do their best at all 
times. That also means;

• Following through on commitments – if you promised to do something - do 
it

• Making a difference – if something’s broken - fix it

• Getting things done on time – a day early is even better

• Being tenacious – we don’t give up when it gets tough

• Taking responsibility - to quote The X Factor - “you have to own it”

• Avoiding busy work – prioritising important work

Have fun

We spend a lot of time at work. It is important that we enjoy what we do. In fact, it 
is important that we can work in a fun environment – one where we feel relaxed and 
positive and don’t dread coming to work. A smile also helps along the way.
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Keep it Simple 

Everything we do should be simple. In reality that isn’t always the case, but it doesn’t 
mean we can’t make it that way. Let’s keep it simple whenever we can – that is what 
it says on the tin!

Continuously improve

Most businesses do the same thing every day and expect a different result. Life 
doesn’t work like that. We believe in the saying:

“If you always do what you always did, you’ll always get what you 
always got”.

Improving daily work is more important than doing daily work. Avoid the tyranny of 
inertia – ‘we’ve always done it that way.’

“If you always do what 
you always did, you’ll 
always get what you 
always got”
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How we do it here Recruitment... MadeSimple

As a company which is growing all the time, and has an ever-expanding client 
base and product range, we are always looking to find the best possible talent to 
meet our business requirements. This however can be a time-consuming process, 
which ultimately culminates in a formal interview, where both the interviewer and 
interviewee are forced into a rather impersonal dialogue which is all too familiar to us. 

There came a point where we had several vacancies for our Customer Support team, 
along with brand new roles which were being created elsewhere. To this end we 
chose to organise our very first Recruitment Day, where we could see 20 people at 
the same time, in the same place! As the name implies, it would be a day long event, 
where MadeSimple as a company would be able to showcase its values, ethos and 
ambitions with several small presentations throughout the day, welcoming questions 
and feedback at all times. 

Oliver Jackson,  Head of Customer Services



Candidates would go through a series of speed interviews with different managers, 
and would also be asked to give a brief presentation on a topic of their choice, and 
carry out a group activity at the end of the day.  

We were able to gain a much more well-rounded impression of who the standout 
performers truly were, and with the office abuzz throughout the day and some 
fantastic feedback all round, the event proved to be a huge success, and we were 
able to recruit 5 people for three separate departments. 

The event was so successful, it’s one we regularly repeat and has become intergral in 
our employment process.

“The moment I walked 
through the doors 
at MadeSimple, I 
was surrounded by 
smiles… Not those 
awkward or fake ones 
you see at interviews 
but genuine, happy 
people.”

Daniel, Successful Candidate

Tea, Successful Candidate

“As soon as I saw the 
ad for the recruitment 
day I knew – I have 
to get in! I have 
never experienced an 
interview like this, it 
was actually fun, we 
talked and laughed a 
lot, got to know the 
company a lot more”

“We were able to gain a 
much more well-rounded 
impression of who the 
standout performers truly 
were”
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StartUp Day

Inspiring, simple, knowledgeable, informative, progress, exciting, professional 
and personal were just some of the words shared with us by the delegates and 
partners summing up our very first StartUp Day.

Over 40 startup businesses joined the team at MadeSimple at our offices with 
the objective of spending the day learning great insights from a range of seminars 
delivered by our partners (Google, Simply Business, Smarta, Barclays, TaxAssist 
Accountants and Names) - with an agenda focused on practical, how-to advice, 
perfectly relevant for those starting out.

Topics covered:

• Creating an effective marketing plan
• Startup Story: The journey from kitchen table idea to independent shop
• Getting your business noticed online
• 3 tips to securing your website success
• Getting your accounts off on the right track
• Options for funding your business
• Insurance for microbusiness: the 10 point checklist

The day kicked off with a seminar on what startups need to be thinking about: 
content, social media and the need to not just focus on continuously landing the ‘big 
catch’ but to focus on building relationships with the big catches you already have.

Michelle Carvill,  Marketing Director

Delegates spent time talking face-to-face with partners supporting the day and 
the MadeSimple Customer Service Team. Some delegates then formed their limited 
companies - a free service the team at MadeSimple offered on the day.

Delegates then had a very informal ‘conversation’ about funding options from 
Smarta’s COO, Matt Thomas.  Matt explained the funding options available, from 
independent crowdfunding through to the government backed Start Up Loans 
scheme. 

All in all,  the MadeSimple StartUp Day proved a great success and we can’t wait until 
the next one.

“Simple”  

“Worthwhile”
“Informative”

 “Crucial”  

“Relevant”
“What a day 
- it was great 
for the team at 
MadeSimple to 
talk face to face 
with customers 
and startups”
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As all our team know, one of our core values is Innovation. This is reflected in the 
fact that we have a framework in place which encourages people to log, track and 
ultimately be rewarded for great ideas and suggestions; these are known as Simple 
Solutions.

Anybody in the company can contribute to our ongoing quest to improve our working 
ways at all times, since we welcome both big and small ideas; these can range from 
brand new business ventures, to improving an existing process, or simply adding a 
new feature to one of our products.

Everyone’s efforts are repaid with rewards for ideas which are approved and 
implemented, and thanks to a simple Trello board (our main workflow system), 
everyone can check on the progress of their idea and see it come to fruition.

For example, Victoria had a great idea to help our customers avoid unwanted fees:
 
“Not all customers who purchase our Dormant Company Accounts service would 
have one of their companies already on our database. This means that we wouldn’t 
always have the information to carry out this service in time, which could result in a 
fine. Victoria suggested we make it mandatory for clients to provide information at 
the point of purchase, so we can immediately import the company, complete their 
Dormant Company Accounts and submit them without further delay.”

Simple Solutions
Oliver Jackson,  Head of Customer Services

“Staff are willing to come 
forward and make their ideas 
known, and now we have a 
culture of transparency 
like none other”



Superheroes
We believe in celebrating moments when team members go above and beyond the 
call of duty - and consistently live our brand values. 

At any time, a team member can nominate a colleague as a Superhero. To make 
a nomination, a simple form is completed outlining the proposal, a short reason 
for the nomination and for which value or values the team member displayed. All 
nominations are reviewed monthly and Howard selects 3 Superheroes.

Superheroes are celebrated at our Friday breakfast meetings and given a 
Superhero certificate plus £100 cash!



Our People
Our Stories
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Great Work Stories
Examples of great work stories from real MadeSimple people.

Sometimes great work means going above and beyond. In this example, our Information 
Technology Team made the ultimate sacrifice; giving up a weekend. All in aid of getting the 
re-launched London Presence site live as soon as possible. Good work would have been 
skipping lunch and staying a bit late, great work meant a 7-day week, a sore head on Monday 
morning - and a fantastic new website.

The mantra of our Marketing Team is ‘Earn Attention’ and great work is something that 
does just that. This great work story looks at the launch of Websites MadeSimple and how 
the Marketing Team were able to produce a compelling piece of content about a brand new 
service and then promote it effectively to a relevant audience. 

“From early Saturday morning to late evening we 
worked. Sustained on coke (the drink!) and pizza we 
battled through. As the sun was setting we realised we 
weren’t going to finish everything we had planned. We 
stopped, regrouped, reassessed. We came back Sunday 
morning with renewed purpose. We plowed on and by 
the evening we had done it. We celebrated with our old 
acquaintance Jose Cuervo. Perhaps too much.”

Jared Turner, Information Technology

 

Alex Novakovic,  Marketing 

“From a marketing perspective Websites MadeSimple 
meant creating a substantial amount of content that we 
would promote via our blog and various email marketing 
campaigns. The goal was to engage directly with our 
customers and to provide them with a resource for 
using the service. Several months into the project we 
worked on a particularly successful email campaign that 
really connected with our audience (record breaking 
click-throughs!), with our partners going so far as to 
suggest they had to ‘catch up’.”

What is your educational background?
I went to the European School of Brussels (for secondary school) and then did a year of 
Middle Eastern Studies and Arabic at the School of African and Oriental Studies. After 
that I did a Joint Honours BA in War Studies and History at King’s College London. Now, 
I’m finishing up my Master’s in International Studies and Diplomacy at the School of 
Oriental and African Studies.

What have you learnt from your time here?
The importance of being innovative and open to change. In particular, I have been able 
to develop professionally through the courses that I have undertaken whilst at Business 
Training MadeSimple and now have a good understanding of digital marketing and 
social media.

What is your greatest strength/skill?
My ability to multitask and think outside the box. Not only have I been working full 
time here, but I’ve also managed to do well at university (which I have been doing in 
the evening and on the weekends). I have also shown this ability within my role, which 
is very varied and encompasses multiple elements.

Anna Bailey-Bearfield 23
Business Training MadeSimple Course Administrator 
7 Months at MadeSimple

Food:
Music:

Talent:

Hobbies:

Sports team:

American comfort food
Country Music and Taylor 
Swift
Languages - I speak Ger-
man, English, French and 
basic Dutch and Swedish
Cooking, travelling and 
history
German national football 
team
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Great often goes hand in hand with simple (we would say that wouldn’t we?). That’s not just simple for 
our customers but simple for us too. Sometimes doing great work is streamlining a  process or fixing a 
problem in an efficient way. For example, we used to receive complaints that we ‘ignored’ the special 
notes that appeared on customer accounts - telling us that their mail had to be handled a certain way. 
Some simple, yet great work fixed this.

Great work is often hard work. Particularly when it comes to bringing a new product or service to life. Is 
there a need for it? How do we package it? How do we market it? When we introduce something new 
to our customers, it’s the result of thorough research, analysis and planning. This was certainly the case 
with our International packages.

It’s amazing how much great work occurs when a task is handed from one person to another. It’s not 
that the person passing on the job was doing bad work, it’s more to do with a fresh pair of eyes being 
able to see existing issues that were previously considered ‘part of the furniture’. Here’s an example.

“We decided to make a minor adjustment to the notice that comes up when 
a company name is searched. Instead of the note just being part of a pop-
up box, it now has its own tick box to confirm it has been read. Before it was 
easy to miss, especially if you’re processing hundreds of items per day, but 
now you have to acknowledge the note before you can print the label. The 
number of complaints has vastly reduced because of this.”

Nathaniel Williams, Admin

 

Jenny Diep, Admin

“When I took on ID checking I noticed that there were a large number 
of customer complaints about the clarity of the ID requirements. The 
customers said that our website did not mention the type of identity 
documents required. Consequently, I took the initiative to go through the 
registration process and found that the customers were right! This was 
then raised with the I.T. department who implemented my suggestions.”

“Through proper analysis we understood that overseas customers were 
spending more than UK customers, but the conversion rate was lower. This 
presented an opportunity - and through website, customer and market 
research, the International packages were created. This has now become 
a good revenue earner for the company with a direct effect on the bottom 
line.”

Chris Baker, Conversion

Mathew Aitken

Mathew Aitken 31
Head of Content
9 years at MadeSimple

Food:
Music:
Talent:
Hobbies:
Sports team:

Curry
The Flaming Lips
Useless movie trivia
Film, music, football 
Tottenham Hotspur

What is your educational background?
Journalism Degree at The London College of Communication. 

What is your favourite story from your time at MadeSimple?
Too many to pick one. Christmas parties in Brighton and Amsterdam. Playing 
Cricket at Lords. Drunken pitch invasion at Lords. Football tournament in 
Leicester. 

What have you learnt from your time here?
How to be a member of a brilliant team.

What is your greatest strength/skill?
I’m two-footed... in a football sense.

Where do you see yourself in ten years?
CEO.
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Dealing with customer complaints is all about turning a negative experience into a positive one. It’s an area 
that demands great work. After all, anything else results in a lost customer. What makes great work from 
our Customer Service Team so special is that there’s little time for planning - the customer is on the phone 
or has written an email and expects a response immediately.

Great work means taking action, sometimes overhauling something that’s not working. Take 
our IT Department for example. Burdened with ageing equipment, server and computer 
failure was common. It was time for drastic, but great measures.

We received a complaint from a customer who was having challenges with a 
couple of our partner products. Ciaran jumped onto the complaint very quickly 
(speed to response is key) - but not only did he respond quickly - he advised 
that he would be personally looking into the matter, making enquiries and 
getting back to the customer with a resolution. He took the time to listen, 
explored and ultimately fixed the issue - all whilst keeping the customer 
updated. The customer was delighted.

Laura Gilmour 25
Online Conversion Executive 
2 years, 9 months at MadeSimple

Food:
Music:
Talent:

Hobbies:
Sports team:

Italian and Lemon Meringue Pie
Ed Sheeran, Bastille, Fleetwood Mac
Can sing ‘Head, shoulders, knees and 
toes’ in Japanese
Photography, baking and cycling
Converted Spurs fan (thanks
to Matty!)

What is your educational background?
I went to the Anglo European School in Essex and then to the University of Kent in 
Canterbury to study Psychology. 

What is your favourite story from your time at MadeSimple?
Our Christmas trips to Amsterdam and Barcelona in January 2014 and 2015 were both 
pretty good with some funny stories to tell, although I’m not sure that they’re suitable 
to reveal here :)

I also still tell the story of our first rounders game in the park, with Richard Lewin 
hitting the ball so hard he broke the bat in two and Victoria’s particularly fierce over-
arm bowling! 

Where do you see yourself in ten years?
Probably with a few more wrinkles and a bit more wisdom. I honestly have no idea, 
which is both scary and exciting. Hopefully, I’ll have seen a lot more of the world and 
will be balancing family life with a marketing-related job I love, plus writing more and 
slowly improving my photography. 

William Cummings, Customer Service

Technological advancements have had a huge impact at MadeSimple, 
allowing daily operations to grow and mature. In just a matter of months we 
implemented:

• Move to Google Apps (100% email uptime, files stored safely in the cloud)
• Internet upgraded to 500Mb (1080p Robocop boxset in 5 minutes)
• Raspberry Pi to Sonos
• Chrome Boxes (mini-computers that boot in seconds and are eco-friendly)
• A multifunction cloud connected printer that actually works
• Cinema screen and projector for movie nights (and work!)
• Powerful WIFI and Wireless screencasting throughout the office
• VOIP based hosted contact centre

Paul Doherty, Information Technology
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Our People

“I joined the customer service team in September 2014 and think it’s 
totally ace. A wonderful place to work with some top cats to work 
with, plenty of laughs and a hearty meal each week. “-  Zebedee

“It’s a really exciting and lively place to work. There is a big focus on 
team morale and the atmosphere encourages you to do the best you 
can. I look forward to coming in every day.”  - Senate

“I joined five years ago from a background of managing within retail 
and very corporate environments. Whilst all of my previous roles 
challenged me, none of them felt like they were where I was meant to 
be or what I was destined to do. My role here ticks both of these boxes 
and lots more!  I love the culture, the people and the environment - 
and truly relish coming to work, where I know that no two days will be 
alike.” - Richard

“MadeSimple is such a unique company. Working here really doesn’t 
feel like work at all. The culture, the people and the relaxed atmosphere 
means that I always come into work looking forward to my day. I love 
working at MadeSimple because everyone is given room to grow and 
a chance to shape their own career path as they choose. It’s a fantastic 
place to work.”  - Sarah 

“I started working for MadeSimple in March and I couldn’t be happier. 
I was always looking for an employer who would see me as a person, 
not just the level of education I received (or didn’t receive). I feel I can 
be myself, I feel I can grow and I know my journey has just started. It’s 
almost too good to be true, but I can honestly say MadeSimple has 
been a life changer - for the better!” - Tea 

Tom
Tom Beston 41
Head of Products and Services
2 years, 6 months at MadeSimple

Food:
Music:
Talent:
Hobbies:
Sports team:

Anything spicy
Beastie Boys, Jurassic 5, Pixies
Esteemed juggler (5 at once!)
My children, tennis and squash
Arsenal

What is your educational background?
I did Politics, Economics and French ‘A levels’ and a Business Studies degree at Liverpool 
John Moores University.

What is your favourite story from your time at MadeSimple?
Hmm, we’ve had some pretty interesting stuff delivered to Virtual Office customers.

What has been your favourite social aspect of MadeSimple?
There have been lots of great social events, most involving games of flip cup, but I 
think one of my favourites has been playing cricket at Lords even though we have 
finished bottom of the table both years I have done it.  But we have learnt, pulled 
together and given everything to scrape one glorious victory each time.

Where do you see yourself in ten years?
On some sort of reflective material as I speed past on my hoverboard.  
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45Ann Dickson
Customer Accounts Manager
Been with MadeSimple since day 1

Food:
Music:
Talent:

Hobbies:
Sports team:

Hmm... steak!
Old school
DIY master. Not just your 
average Joe!
DIY
Well my husband supports
Arsenal so I suppose
it’s Arsenal!

What is your educational background?
Well, all the usual school qualifications, along with  business studies and bookkeeping.  My 
priority was working and bringing up my children, so  further education took a back seat.  
Now I have the opportunity to do further training and courses.

What is your favourite story from your time at MadeSimple?
I’ve been here a while so there’s a few! One that does stick out is when two MadeSimple 
colleagues got married in France.  It was such a beautiful wedding and it was wonderful 
to be there with a select few from MadeSimple.

What have you learnt from your time here?
Being a team player is really important, we all need each other to make a great team.

Where do you see yourself in ten years?
Still at MadeSimple, climbing the ladder!

Our People

“Coming from a country (New Zealand) where the total population 
is half of London’s can seem a bit daunting. At my interview I was 
worried I wouldn’t be taken seriously because I didn’t have a suit and 
I’d only ever had one career focused job back home. Then I met Chris 
Baker and Richard D’Silva (Note: Richard had his Movember ‘tache) 
and I knew that if I got the job I would fit right in. Thankfully I got the 
job and life at MadeSimple began.” - Luke

“MadeSimple has given me the opportunity to get back into my field 
of interest after a few years spent doing whatever came to hand. I 
was a graphic designer stuck as a barista in a coffee shop. I needed to 
re-invent myself and gain the confidence to start over. MadeSimple 
helped me do that.” - Angelo 

“I’ve been working with MadeSimple since its inception and over 
the years have seen the organisation grow, shift and change. Some 
organisations lose their way when they grow up but MadeSimple 
has retained it’s entrepreneurial spirit and team focus. I love being at 
MadeSimple, the people, the culture, the work, the challenges - it’s a 
great place to be.” - Michelle 

“MadeSimple is so much more than a company, as cheesy as it sounds, 
it’s like a big family. It’s unusual to have so many people wanting to 
keep working here for years, especially in Central London where 
people tend to move on quickly. This is a testament to the culture of 
the business, it really is something quite special.” - Chris

“I joined MadeSimple two years ago, it’s a great environment where 
you can try new things and your passion is rewarded — I have the 
opportunity of doing what I like in a creative context and can constantly 
improve my skills.” - Alberto
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“I’ve had an incredible journey at MadeSimple so far. I was originally 
a member of the Post Team, then making the most of a plethora of 
career development opportunities available, I progressed through 
various positions within the company to Supervisor of the Operations 
Team. Having been here for 4 years, I can truly say that I am proud 
to be a part of this amazing family. The camaraderie that we share is 
priceless. Whenever there is a problem to solve, we all pull together 
and support one another. A great, talented and enthusiastic team is 
the foundation of MadeSimple’s success.” -  Jenny

“MadeSimple is filled with open-minded forward thinking people. 
It’s a fun and relaxed environment where we can concentrate on 
doing  great work. It is really good to know that we are helping 
entrepreneurs on their journey. They are the heroes of our society! It 
really excites me to know that we are building solutions that will help 
them to focus on their businesses.” - Paulo

“The working environment is one which allows everyone to freely 
express themselves and be comfortable. Since my first day I’ve felt 
nothing but welcomed into the company and I feel very much part of 
the family.” - Nathan

“MadeSimple has been the best place to work - I can learn and 
then implement what I’ve learnt. It’s been really rewarding in terms 
of personal development thanks to all the support I get from the 
company. The last four years have been really fun.” - Tomas

“MadeSimple for me is all about the people. We are all very close and 
have real bonds. If you don’t have a stable team it can reflect in your 
work but we are all friends, as well as colleagues, and this is why we 
do great work.” - Billie

Our People
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Who knew?

“I had a bit of a mixed upbringing. I was born in Vienna and went to an 
American school in Germany until age 7-8, I also lived in Bahrain from 
age 14-18.”  - Alex

“I do very good impressions. Some of my highlights are Morgan 
Freeman, Ed Miliband, Michael Caine, Krusty the Clown and Mayor 
Quimby.”- David

“When I was young (not even 3 years old) I was hit by a car. I 
spent a month in the hospital and 2 months at home having my whole 
right leg covered in plaster. Doctors said I might not be able to walk 
properly. 25 years later and I’ve completed my first marathon in less 
than 3 and a half hours - I proved them wrong.“- Panos

“I played football for West Ham United for 8 years when I was 10 - 18 
years old.” - Daniel

“When I was a child I was a tomboy and played football for Crockenhill 
F.C. up until the age of 15 (the girls team!). I played right midfield and 
was adamant that I was going to be the best female footballer. Now 
my interest in football is non existent.” - Natalie

“I was the fastest in Haringey for 100m when I was 14 years old with 
a time of 10.77 seconds” - Romelle

“I used to play basketball semi-professionally for my home city (Tarana-
ki) back in my hay-day, and I nearly got hit by Russell Brand on a bike 
on my first day in the UK. What a start.” - Kale

“I’ve been making my own music since I was 8, and have been lucky 
enough to release a number of remixes of some of my idols in the 
dance music world.” - Nathan

“I have won the Princess Diana Memorial Award. I am also very good at  
Horse riding.” - Joanna

“I am a comic book geek! I’m currently in the process of building a 
blog and social media presence devoted to my passion. I also make a 
mean Brown Stew Chicken and my Grenadian Rum Punch always gets 
a crowd going!” - Jason

“I know how to bake bread from a recipe I know by memory. This 
may not seem all that impressive but after you learn about my lack of 
kitchen skills, you will find it amazing that I can actually bake bread.” - 
Paulo 

“I can still do 5 consecutive cartwheels. I was a regional roller disco 
dancing champion at 14 (and still have a pair of retro roller boots 
that I still get out for stints - much to the embarrassment of my chil-
dren). I love mud running, almost as much as I love yoga.“  - Michelle 

“I do a fairly decent roast. My house was once used in an episode of 
Dangerfield. “ - Joseph

“One of my biggest talents is that I can be fearless when I need to 
be. This has helped me achieve things in life that I am proud of; back 
packing around the world for over a year, sky diving, climbing Machu 
Picchu and trekking in Patagonia.” - Sarah

Our People



Work and Play at MadeSimple™
We’re pretty good at having a good time, in the office and outside too. Whether 
it’s a StartUp Day or Christmas party - we do it with gusto. It’s all part of what 
makes MadeSimple a great place to work… and play.

2012 - The dangers of 
taking a holiday.

2012 - Bonjour Paris! 
Karaoke has always been 
popular at MadeSimple.

2013 - 5-a-side football tournament in 
Leicester. We lost the final on penalties but 
we did have an amazing curry after.

 

Our friends from the north at 
our ‘Wow’ themed Christmas 
party.

2014 -  Things are looking up. Team photo 

at St John Street. 
Fun in the sun!

Butch and Sundance prepare for The 
Family Holiday Association’s charity bike 
ride.

Dapper bartender starting 
off Friday drinks.

Team training aint draining 
at MadeSimple.

Wiff-waff MadeSimple.
 

2015  - First BBQ of 
the year!

Our MadeSimple running 
team!



“Work hard and prosper”

2014 - Cocktail making in the park. Each team had to con-

coct a drink that represented one of our seven values.

2014 - Run Santas run! Christmas run in Rich-mond Park for The Stroke Association.

2015 - “WELCOME TO STARTUP DAY!”

2014 - Softball MadeSimple after 

a visit to the new office. 2014 - Amsterdam!

3 Peaks Challenge for Bliss.

2014 - The Great MadeSimple 

Bake Off judges.

2012 - Alcohol? Oui, merci!

Rodeo MadeSimple at the ‘Wow’ 

party.

Human Jenga on the 
Marketing Team.

2013 - Showing off our Ping-

pong skills at Bounce.



Relaxing way to start 

the day.
It’s not unusual to meet ‘Tom Jones’ at the TaxAssist Annual Conference. 

2015 - Helping a customer 
startup at StartUp Day.

2015 - Selfies in Spain.

A day on the tiles. Rap day back in the day.

2015 - Dinner in Barcelona.

Sharing jokes with Google on StartUp Day.

2015 - Zipline across the Oval for 
The Stroke Association.

Yoga in the park.

Oppa Gangnam Style at 
the ‘Wow’ party.

New head band



+
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Benefits of working at MadeSimple
The benefits of being a MadeSimple team member are many, and we’re con-
stantly thinking of new ways to reward staff. Here you’ll find more information 
on the perks of being part of MadeSimple.

Happy Birth-Day Off
Each team member can take an extra day off on or around their birthday (if 
they want). Perfect for spending time with family, friends or whoever else 
they want to spend their special day with.

Extra Holiday Days
We have a very loyal team at MadeSimple - and to reward this we give an 
extra holiday day for every year spent at the company. 

Monthly Loyalty Rewards
After a year at MadeSimple we give a monthly loyalty benefit. The overall 
amount depends on the length of service:  After 1 year team members get 
£25 per month, increasing to £40 after 3 years. 

Keeping Fit MadeSimple
Balancing work and fitness can be tricky. Luckily our team can keep fit on the 
cheap thanks to our contract with Britannia Gym, located just around the 
corner from our offices.

Monthly Massage
Once a month a team of masseurs pay a visit to the office to work their 
magic. Each massage lasts around 15-20 minutes. A great way to keep stress 
at bay.

Personal Loans
We understand that people work best when they’re not worrying about 
money. Therefore we happily offer loans to members of the team.
 
Computer Says, Yes!
Being a tech savvy company means our team are tech aware too. We can 
order and pay for computers and tablets on employees’ behalf - payments are 
then deducted monthly over a set 
period of time. 

Team Travel MadeSimple
The company can pay for a yearly 
travelcard upfront. This amount can 
then be divided and deducted from 
salaries on a monthly basis.

Ride to Work
Cycling into work is a good way to 
save money and get fit, plus it’s great for the environment too. If our staff 
would like to purchase a bike (and accessories), the company can make the 
purchase. The costs can then be deducted monthly over a 12 month period.

Childcare Vouchers 
Many of our team have young families. Company childcare vouchers allow 
those that do to pay a percentage of their child’s nursery/childminder fees -  
before tax is deducted. 

Keeping In Touch days (KIT)
Staff can work up to 10 days during maternity, adoption or additional 
paternity leave. These days are called ‘keeping in touch days’ and are fantastic 
for, well keeping in touch. These are optional and the employee’s right to 
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maternity, adoption or additional paternity leave isn’t affected by taking them.

There’s more...

Fresh fruit
A batch of fresh fruit is delivered to the office twice a week. Handy for feeding 
our NutriBullet.

Team events
A range of events take place throughout the year. Past events have included  
trips abroad, bowling, ping-pong nights, boat trips, comedy shows, karaoke 
and more!

Sports 
We have football and cricket teams that play matches throughout the year. 
Past tournaments have included 5-a-side football in Leicester and indoor 
cricket at Lords.

Film nights
Every month we screen a film selected by the team. This takes place in the 
evening and refreshments are provided. 

Yoga
Takes place one a week and is open to beginners and seasoned yogis alike.

Running club
Takes place twice a week and is open to everyone. 

Fantasy Football
Know your football? Pick your team and pit it against the rest of the office. 
Warning - it gets competitive!
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Lunch on us Tuesdays
On Tuesdays we provide lunch for all employees. Previous lunches have 
included Pie and Mash, Burgers, Mexican, Curry, Fish and Chips, Hungarian, 
South African, Pizza and more!

Team breakfasts
On most Friday mornings we have a team meeting where breakfast is 
provided. Occasionally, for important meetings, this breakfast will take place 
offsite. 

Manicures
An occasional treat for whoever’s interested!

Table Tennis 
We have a table tennis table!

Arcade machine
Bit of an old school gamer? Our machine has Pac-Man, Space Invaders, 
Frogger and plenty more.

Dress Code
There is no dress code.



Recognition
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Feefo
Feefo is a fantastic customer feedback system that ensures accuracy - and 
anonymity. The platform is a trusted Google partner and creates genuine user 
feedback - which helps new customers to determine quality. 

MadeSimple has consistently achieved 
positive ratings on Feefo. Company 
Formation MadeSimple, a major product 
within MadeSimple, has aggregated over 
3,000 reviews and has a service rating of 
over 98%. Here’s a tiny sample of some 
feedback:

“So simple & easy to do. Very fast & 
effective. I now have a fully registered Ltd 
company & am ready to trade.”

“Extremely concise and easy to follow. Couldn’t have been more straightforward.”

Whilst the feedback is obviously not universally 
positive, the customer satisfaction ratings are generally 
very high - and any negative feedback is assessed in a 
constructive way.

Maintaining such a high service rating for the entire 
range of MadeSimple products is the ultimate goal and 
considerable effort is made to achieve this. 

This makes our Gold Trusted Merchant Accreditation 
from Feefo for Company Formation MadeSimple all the 
more important - as achieving such an award indicates 
that effort pays off in the longer term.

Best Business
MadeSimple has moved from ‘Ones To Watch’ to receiving 
a two star accreditation from The Sunday Times Best 
Companies to Work For – ‘the annual ranking of the cream 
of Britain’s happy and motivated workforces.’ A fantastic 
achievement in just a year.

Being the best business you can is a broad challenge, 
it’s not just about customers. As part of the process of 
improvement, we looked inward to the employees of the 
company.

This led us to our aim of getting on the list of The 
Sunday Times 100 Best Small Companies to Work 
For. Business editor of The Sunday Times Dominic 
O’Connell: “the lists are widely acknowledged 
as the most extensive research into employee 
engagement carried out in this country”.

Howard Graham, MadeSimple’s CEO:
“After customers, employees are the most 
important driver of any business. Being great 
doesn’t just happen, it takes getting everyone 
pulling together in the right direction.”

The accreditation process was essentially a team 
survey, undertaken anonymously. This allowed for plenty of insights to be gained in 
areas where the company could improve, and gave an unbiased view of the company.

Asking team members about what we could do better is very important – and acting 
on this is how the company has jumped up in the ratings from the ‘Ones To Watch’ 
category to a two star rating in just one year from 2014-2015. Something we’re 
very proud of. 
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Summer 2015
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One of the highlights of summer 2015 was All Together Week, where our non-London 
workers in Manchester, Liverpool, Northern Ireland, Malta, Spain, Slovakia and South 
Africa flew over (or trained down) for a week of good-old-fashioned team bonding. 

Remote working is a major benefit at MadeSimple but it can create a disconnect 
between those working in the office and those not. Therefore All Together Week was a 
fantastic opportunity for the whole team to, well, get together (some team members 
had never actually met!).

The week was action-packed with activities on every day; team lunch, ping pong 
competition, speed networking, tour of the area (aka drinks) and plenty more. It all 
culminated with the jewel in All Together Week’s crown... our Summer Boat Party.

As the summer rolled around we decided to celebrate a good first half of the year. 
Volunteers were tasked with organising the trip - a sun soaked boat trip down the 
Thames. It took tremendous teamwork and organisation to do this, what with having 
to manage a normal workload at the same time. Getting 60 people on a boat is a 
difficult task in itself so getting everyone there on time during a working day was even 
more of a challenge. In fact, we did have a few stragglers!

It was a great success and everyone enjoyed their time, despite the swaying currents. 
Music and frivolity, coupled with some of the finest weather London has to offer, made 
the trip an outstanding way to celebrate a good half year done. 

All Together Week Boat Party
Everyone under one roof Crusing the Thames in style
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George the Poet

In June 2015 we hosted the MadeSimple ‘It’s All Greek To Me Charity Quiz’ in aid 
of Sense - one of two charities that we’re currently partnered with. The goal of the 
quiz was to help our resident Greek, Panos (hence the name of the night) surpass his 
sponsorship goal for The London Marathon.

Business partners, contacts, neighbours, friends and family joined us at our offices 
for an evening of nibbles, drinks and of course... quizzing. Quizmaster Howard - aided 
by trusty assistants Laura and Matty - posed questions on general knowledge, film, 
music, ‘London’ and more. 

The night was a tremendous success and saw us raise a whopping £1,095 - more 
than enough to take Panos over his sponsorship commitment. Oh, and a team made 
up of MadeSimplers won. It wasn’t a fix, we promise!

George the Poet, (who featured in the opening 
ceremony for the 2015 Rugby World Cup), a 
world famous socially motivated poet, approached 
MadeSimple regarding a project he was working on 
with University College London. 

George and 10 youths (all aged between 16-19) 
who he is assisting in understanding entrepreneurship, 
setting up in business and how businesses work 
-  joined the Howard (our CEO) and team at 
MadeSimple for a Q&A session - covering everything 
from getting started in business, the obligations of 
what being a director of a business means and the 
importance of culture.

Some of the areas we discussed:

• how to match business structure with your needs
• the difference between online and offline business
• some dos and don’ts of setting up a business
• the importance of culture
• entrepreneurship in the uk

George also treated us to a live performance - our very own ‘MadeSimple’ poem. You 
can view the video here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZdMMafeX1Q

More info on George can be found here:
Website: www.iamgeorgethepoet.co.uk

 

A quizzical night with partners and friends ...and he knows it!

Charity Quiz

Facebook: George The-Poet
Twitter: @GeorgeThePoet

http://https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZdMMafeX1Q
http://www.iamgeorgethepoet.co.uk
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As part of the initiative to get people interacting as a team more frequently, we 
introduced Finish Early Fridays. Each week the last hour of the day was dedicated to 
fun games, activities and socialising.

Armed with refreshments, each department took it in turns to organise. Every week 
has had a distinct feel to them as people across the company pitched in to create a fun 
and friendly way to end the week. From team building games to physical challenges, 
and even a Bake Off - it’s been a great way to get people across the company socialising 
in a way that they might not do in an ordinary working day.

Everyone has been keen to take part, and it’s become a staple of the week with people 
often asking ‘What’s the Friday activity this week?’. A tradition of surprising everyone 
with what the game or activity is on the day has kept people guessing, and sparked a 
curiosity that everyone looks forward to.

Speed networking is great way to get to know people who you may not normally 
speak to within the company. 

It’s pretty much the same as speed dating but purely for getting to know each other. 
Here’s how it works: a group of 6 people are all given a question to discuss  in a set 
time with the person sitting opposite them. Once time is up the group move round so 
they are sitting opposite someone different. This is continued until everyone within the 
group has spoken to each other.

As well as getting to know everyone these sessions are a good way to collect and 
document data about the people in the company. For example, one of the questions 
was ‘If you could only listen to one song for the rest of your life, what would it be?’ 
The answers were  then written down  and we created a playlist to satisfy all tastes! 

Finish Early Fridays Speed Networking
Another reason to love Fridays Who knew dating your workmates could be so fun?
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For the second year in a row, we celebrated the final of ‘The Great British Bake Off’ 
and our love for TV’s best duo - Paul Hollywood and Mary Berry - with our very 
own ‘MadeSimple Bake Off’ charity event in October.  Brave volunteers brought in 
their homemade treats including brownies, banana bread, chocolate oreo cake and 
key lime pie (with a healthy twist) to be scrutinised and sampled by our two ‘expert’ 
judges, Kale and Lily. Once they’d filled their boots and scored each bake, the cakes 
were enjoyed by the rest of the team whilst the winners for ‘Best Taste’ (Rachel) and 
‘Best Presentation’ (Laura) were announced. With our ‘coins for cake’ honesty box and 
everyone’s generous donations, we raised £78.23 for our two charities, The Stroke 
Association and Sense - just proving that cake can only be a good thing!!

In order to promote our green credentials we got together and hatched a plan to get 
our office more environmentally savvy. We didn’t feel we were doing quite enough, so 
it was decided that a ‘Recycling Week’ would be a great idea.

We dedicated a week to environmental awareness and this included education through 
documentaries and films - as well as putting up information on what you can and can’t 
recycle (as not everyone was clear). We even made a game of it by adding basketball 
hoops to our waste paper recycling bins.

By incentivising the need to recycle, we found people enjoyed it a bit more. We also 
organised a charity clothes drop which was a great success. Many of us are busy and 
we found people were much more willing to bring in their unwanted clothes to the 
office as it saved them (and the planet) an unnecessary trip the charity shop. We will 
be doing more charity clothes drives in future.

Bake Off Recycle Week
Paul  Who-llywood? MadeSimple save the planet!
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2015 was the year that humble MadeSimple stepped up and took on multinational 
Accenture in a Twitter battle….and won! All for four crates of @MeantimeBrewing beer.

It was a great challenge which meant that for a week we had to produce funny and 
witty content on demand. We created Vines videos, images and even decorated beer 
bottles! It tested our creativity versatility and we came out on top! A number of team 
members pulled together to create this variety of content to respond to multiple 
demands from @MeantimeBrewing. Take a look for yourself and find our battle on 
#SimpleBrew. 

The winnings were sweet.

October saw the unveiling of ‘Objectives and Key Results’ (or ‘OKRs’), a brand new way 
for us to manage how we work together as a business.

Wikipedia: Objectives and Key Results (OKR) is a popular technique for setting 
and communicating goals and results in organizations. Its main goal is to connect 
company, team and personal objectives to measurable results, making people 
move together in right direction.

Google, Intel, LinkedIn and Twitter (to name just a few companies) all use OKRs so it’s 
easy to see why they were so attractive to us.

Launching OKRs involved:

Manager meetings to discuss OKRs in general
Whole team meeting introducing OKRs
OKR training sessions delivered by Sarak K 
Manager meetings to draw up department OKRs
Department meetings to discuss department OKRs
Whole team meeting to discuss department OKRs

That’s a lot of meetings but well worth it considering Objectives and Key Results 
represent an exciting new chapter for life at MadeSimple! 

Meantime Twitter 
Competition

OKR Launch

Free beer inspires great work

A new way of working together 
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Health and Wellbeing Week
Let’s get physical Celebrating our new home

Winter can be a time of year when physical and mental wellbeing suffers. Gym sessions 
are replaced by cosy nights in and healthy shakes make way for Guinness (for some 
of us). To combat the sun-down blues we thought we’d dedicate a week in early 
November to staying active and happy;  Health and Wellbeing Week.

Headed up by appropriately named Kale, the week was Nutribullet packed full of 
relevant activities: morning mindfulness sessions with Michelle and Zebedee, yoga, 
bootcamps, massages, a nutritional talk from nutritionist Ali, smoothy tasting (using 
the aforementioned Nutribullet), themed film screenings and a Finish Early Friday task 
that engaged the body and mind. It was well good.

Late September represented one whole year since we’d left 145-157 St John Street 
and moved into our new home - 20-22 Wenlock Road. 

To celebrate Howard treated us to a Turkish lunch, (decided after much debate, and 
some lobbying from Billie - who wasn’t even there for the lunch!) followed by ice-
cream, chocolate fountain and cake.

As demonstrated in this book, a lot’s happened at MadeSimple in the last year so it’s 
always important to look back and recognise how far we’ve come... with some food.

1-year at Wenlock Road
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Fit Bit Challenge
We all walked 100 miles Reaching our potiential

A fit team (not in that way) is a focused team, so to encourage office wellbeing we 
launched Pedometers MadeSimple in August. 

We began with a group of ten willing participants - our guinea pigs - who were each 
given a ‘Fitbit’, aka a pedometer (a nifty device that tracks how many steps you walk 
in a day).

Mission Number One was to walk enough combined steps to reach Quebec, figuratively 
of course. That’s roughly 3000 miles. So pavements were pounded with the dream of 
a pretend poutine. We failed, but only just. 

At the time of writing we’re deep into Mission Number Two - ‘operation let’s see where 
we end up’, figuratively of course. This time even more people are taking part, so many 
we’ve been separated into teams with prizes to be awarded for best team effort, best 
individual effort and most steps in a day. Wish us luck!

At the start of November we launched our new Training and Development plan after 
much work had gone into discussing each individual training needs, hidden talents and 
plans for future development. This information helped us provide a training offering 
that is in line with the needs and wants of our team. Not only will this benefit the 
company but, we will also aid the personal development of each and every team 
member. 

Loads of skills and talents were made apparent in the assessment processes which, 
has lead to opportunities for peer learning, job shadowing and lunch clubs such as 
Coding Club to be set up. We look foward to developing all our staff’s interests and 
talents, and helping them reach their goals.

Training and Development
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Our Super Superheroes 
When just one super isn’t enough Another excuse for fun!

Every 3 months, each team spends an afternoon out of the office and takes part in 
a team building activity. These events are a great way to improve teamwork and 
communication skills, often requiring the team to support each other on a challenge, 
such as ‘Go Ape’ tree-top climbing and live escape games including ‘ClueQuest’ and 
‘Escape rooms’. They’re also important as they give everyone a chance to socialise 
and bond with each other away from their desks. To date, team events have included 
bowling, wine tasting, trampolining, urban golf, the 3D Printshow and The London 
Bridge Experience.  

Living the MadeSimple ‘values’ (curiosity, 
passion, customer centricity, courage, positivity, 
innovation, team focus) is something that we take 
very seriously.

We have a ‘Superheroes’ system in place whereby 
each team member can, at any point throughout 
the month, make a nomination for their fellow 
team members to be ‘Superheroes’.  It’s all about 
going above and beyond.

Annually, we take a step back and Howard reviews 
all Superhero nominations and awards - and also 
takes a look at all individuals within the team to assess who deserves to be our one 
and only Super Superhero.  

This year our Super Superhero was awarded to Laura Gilmour. Throughout the year 
Laura had demonstrated continuous commitment to the business - consistently going 
above and beyond, getting involved and ticking the boxes on all the MadeSimple 
values.

To name just a few of her accolades:

• Leading the organisation in most of our charitable activities (including taking part 
in them too).

• A key member of our Culture Club - in charge of our social activities.
• Consistently living the MadeSimple values - always lending a helping hand and 

keen to get involved in duties both in her direct team and within the wider team.
• A great ‘team buddy’ - helping new employees settle in within the team.

Laura’s Super Superhero prize was an all expenses weekend trip for two.  So she’s off 
to Iceland in November. Nice :).

Team Building Activities
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Thank you!
Thanks for reading our Culture Book - we hope you enjoyed it! 

Have you been inspired to join MadeSimple? 

If the answer is a resounding yes, we’d love to hear from you. Take a look at our Join 
our team page for the latest job postings and news on upcoming Recruitment Days.

Got a service that will help make life Simple for our customers?

We’re always looking at new Business Essentials to offer our customers. If you would 
like to work with us, contact us. You won’t know if you don’t ask.

Spotted a mistake?

We’re not perfect but we do our best. If you have spotted an error we’d really 
appreciate it if you could let us know. Simply fire an email over to 
mathewa@madesimplegroup.com and we’ll get it fixed as soon as humanly possible.

Want to connect on social media?

We’re always up for a chat so follows us, like us, link up with us, G + us and so on, on:

Twitter 
Facebook 
Google+ 
LinkedIn 
Pinterest  
Instagram

We look forward to hearing from you!

www.madesimplegroup.com




